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Foreword 

 
 
 

This project is a joint effort by the Masonic Training and Education Committee 
and the Provincial Museum and Library Group of the Province of Durham. 
England. 
 
The object is to provide an alterative to the usual Second Degree demonstration 
carried out in the absence of a suitable Candidate. 
 
It is planned to be informative and to raise interest in the ceremonies performed 
in our lodges. 
 
It is not a definitive method of how to perform the ceremony and may be 
adapted to suit the variations in the working practices of your Lodge. 
 
The explanations in this version are given by four narrators, which we strongly 
recommend are placed at the four corners of the lodge floor, in order that they 
may be clearly seen and heard whilst standing. 
 
No attempt need be made to memorise the Narrator parts, but a practice meeting 
is essential to help the flow and final production of the work. 

 
 
 

Try It  -  Enjoy It! 
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THE SECOND DEGREE EXPLAINED 
 

The Lodge is opened in the First Degree 
 
WM  Brethren, this evening we are about to discover some reasons for our 

actions in the Second Degree.  
 

This ceremony is the result of a joint effort by the Masonic Training 
and Education Committee and the Provincial Museum and Library 
Group of the Province of Durham and has been amended as 
appropriate by the Wellington Research Lodge 194 as they believe 
fits the New Zealand Ritual. 
 
At certain points during the ceremony, an explanation of the ritual 
and words will be given, which I hope you will find both interesting 
and informative.  
  

Narrators  All stand 
 
WM  Will the Deacon present the Candidate. 
 
JD   goes to Can, takes him by r h  and leads him  to a position N of the   S W’s 

ped both facing E  and releases h… 
 
WM  Brethren, Bro …   is this evening a Can to be passed to the Second 

Degree, but it is first requisite that he gives proof of his proficiency in 
the First Degree. I shall therefore proceed to put the necessary 
questions.  

 
Narrator (1) 

The questions about to be put to the Candidate, are to test the knowledge 
which he has acquired in the First Degree. 
 
Originally, the Candidate, having been Initiated, was given a summary of 
the purpose of Freemasonry in the form of a lecture on the First Degree 
Tracing Board, followed by a ritual of questions and answers.  
 
This system, first adopted in the 19th century, was an efficient method of 
educating the Candidate. It ensured that he was properly prepared before 
being passed to the Second Degree, the lecture giving meaning to most of 
the Initiation ceremony, combined with a good deal of our traditional 
history. 
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Unfortunately, the explanation of the First Degree tracing board may not 
be presented to the Candidate and he is therefore tested by a set of specific 
questions and answers. However, you will notice from the questions, that 
great stress is laid on the fact that the Candidate must be aware of the 
significant points of his Initiation. 

 
WM  Where were you first prepared to be made a Freemason? 
 
Can  In my h…. 
 
WM  Where next? 
 
Can  In a convenient room adjoining the Lodge. 
 
WM  Describe the mode of your preparation. 
 
Can  I was d.v….d of m...l  (pause)  
 
Narrator (2) 

D.v….d of m…l – This was initially introduced to prove that the 
Candidate had not brought anything offensive or defensive into the 
Lodge, to disturb its harmony. Secondly, having been admitted into 
Freemasonry poor and penniless, he should always remember this and be 
reminded of his duty, to help those who require assistance, without 
detriment to himself or his family. 

 
Can  and h...w.…d.   
 
Narrator (3) 

H…w….d – The practical purpose for this was, in the event of the 
Candidate refusing to go through the Ceremony of Initiation, he could be 
led out of the lodge before he discovered its layout and detail. 
It also represented that he was in mental darkness with regard to 
Freemasonry, and after the h...w...k was removed, the blessing of Light 
allowed him to discover some of the mysteries of the Craft. 
 

Can  My r…. a.. , l… b….. , and k… were made bare 
 
Narrator (4) 

R…. a.. made bare showed to the Brethren that he was willing to work 
and that he did not conceal any weapon. 
 
L… b….. made bare indicated that nothing remained between the breast 
and the point of the poniard extended by the inner guard, on his entry to 
the lodge. 
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L… k…  made bare depicts the custom of our Order showing that the 
obligation of an Entered Apprentice is taken on a bared left knee. 

 
Can  My  r….. h… was s… s….(pause) 
 
 

Narrator (1) 
R…. h…. was s… s… for the ground, on which the Candidate was about 
to tread, is considered holy.   
 
From the Bible we learn that it was an ancient custom for a seller to take 
off his shoe and hand it to the buyer as a token of a successful contract. In 
Freemasonry the Initiate is invited to s… the shoe in token of his fidelity 
with regard to things Masonic. 

 
Can  and a c…. t.. placed about my n… 
 
Narrator (2) 

A c….t.. placed about the neck with a running noose, not only presented a 
symbolic deterrent to leaving the lodge, but is emblematical of the 
dangers of this life and the need for caution in all things. 

 
WM  Where were you made a Freemason? 
 
Can  In the body of a Lodge, just, perfect, and regular. 
 
Narrator (3) 

Just, perfect and regular - the Lodge is just because the V.S.L. is 
present and open. It is perfect when seven or more Freemasons are 
present, and regular because of the presence of the Charter or Warrant of 
Constitution from the Grand Lodge of New Zealand, which must always 
be on display when the Lodge is open. 
   

WM  And when? 
 
Can  When the sun was at its meridian. 
 
WM  In this country Freemasons’ Lodges are usually held in the evening; 

how do you account for that which at first view appears a paradox? 
 
Can  The earth constantly revolving on its axis in its orbit round the sun 

and Freemasonry being universally spread over its surface, it 
necessarily follows that the sun must always be at its meridian with 
respect to Freemasonry. 
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WM  What is Freemasonry? 
 
Can  A peculiar system of morality, veiled in allegory and illustrated by 

symbols. 
Narrator (4) 

This last answer is a summary of the aim of Freemasonry, to teach its 
members to be good men and true, and strictly to obey the moral law.  
 

WM  Name the grand principles on which the Order is founded. 
 
Can  Brotherly love, relief and truth. 
 
Narrator (1) 

Brotherly love is the term used for friendship in our organisation and 
quite simply without it, the Order would cease to exist. As Brothers, we 
should aim to aid, support and protect, not just our members, but all those 
deserving of our help. 
 
Relief or assistance is a duty imposed on every Freemason towards all 
who are in need of his sympathy, kindness or practical help. 
 
Truth is the foundation of every Masonic virtue and is one of the earliest 
lessons, which a Freemason receives. 

 
WM  Who are fit and proper persons to be made Freemasons? 
 
Can  Just, upright and free men, of mature age, sound judgment, and strict 

morals. 
 
WM  How do you know yourself to be a Freemason? 
 
Can  By the regularity of my initiation, repeated trials and probations, and 

a willingness at all times to undergo an examination when properly 
called upon. 

 
WM  How do you demonstrate the proof of your being a Freemason to 

others? 
 
Can  By sns, ts, and the perfect pts of my entrance. 
 
Narrator (2) 

The signs and tokens are of course, well known to all of us.  
 
The perfect pts of his entrance into the lodge are Of, At and On.   
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Of his own free will, At the door of the Lodge and On the point of a 
sharp instrument presented to his naked left breast. 

 
WM  These are the usual questions: If any Brother wishes me to put others, 

I will do so.  
 
WM I now request any Brother below the rank of a FC, except the 

Candidate temporarily to retire from the Lodge. 
       
JD conducts Can by r h direct to N side of WM’s ped and at a convenient 

distance from it, both facing S. Releases hand. 
 
Narrator (3) 

Having satisfactorily answered these questions the Candidate is given the 
password and cautioned as follows by the WM. 

 
WM Do you pledge your honour as a man, and your fidelity as a 

Freemason, that you will steadily persevere through the ceremony of 
being passed to the Fellow Craft Degree?  

 
Can   I do   
 
WM  Do you likewise pledge yourself that you will conceal what I shall now 

impart to you with the same strict caution as the other secrets in 
Freemasonry? 

 

Can  I do 
 
WM Then I will entrust you with a test of merit, which is a P.G. and P.W.,          

leading to the Degree to which you seek to be admitted. The P.G. is 
given by a distinct … of the … between, etc. This P.G. demands a 
P.W., which is ….  

Can  …………… 
 

WM … denotes …, and is usually depicted in our Lodges by an       

e… of c… near a s… of w…. You must be particularly careful to 

remember this word, as without it you cannot gain admission into a Lodge 
in a superior Degree. Pass …. 
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JD  The JD takes the Candidate by the right hand to the left of the 

SW, and directs him to salute the WM as an EAF. The Candidate 

then retires to be prepared, and in the interval the Lodge is opened in 

the Second Degree.  

 
IG  goes to door in front of JD and opens it, closing and locking it again 

when Can has gone out. 
 
IG/JD return to seats. 
 
Narrators  all sit 
 

           The Lodge is now opened in the Second Degree 
 
Narrators  all stand 
 
Narrator (4) 

The Candidate is now being prepared by the Tyler.   
 
On his entry the Square will be presented to his n…d l..t breast and he 
will be proved by the I G, who must vouch that he is properly prepared.   

 
The Candidate is admitted on the Square, implying that he has been 
proved to be a man of rectitude and uprightness of character, and has 
learnt thoroughly the principle lesson of the First Degree, which is the 
practice of moral duties. 

 
 
 
Narrator (1)   

William Hutchinson, a famous Mason from Barnard Castle, made this 
observation in 1775 :- 
 
“To try the works of every Mason, the Square is presented as the 
probation of his life, to prove whether his manners are regular and 
uniform. All Masons should be of one principle and one rank, without the 
distinctions of pride and pageantry,” thus intimating that from high to 
low, the minds of Masons should be inclined to good works, above which, 
no man stands exalted by his fortune.” 

 
Narrator (2) 
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The three distinct k….s that the Tyler gives inform the Lodge that a Can 
for Passing is at the door of the Lodge. 

 
In strict Emulation Working when a lodge is passed form the First Degree 
to the Second Degree, the knocks given by the WM, SW and JW are 
silent k….s. Indeed, the IG taps the k….s out on his left sleeve. The 
reason for these muffled k….s is so that the Candidate will not hear the 
k….s of a degree to which he has not yet been admitted.  

 
However, it is the general custom for all k….s to be given aloud, the 
disadvantage of the silent k….s being that the Tyler is likely to be 
uncertain as to whether the lodge is fully open in the higher degree or not. 

 
Tyler prepares Can including EA badge and gives EA k…s on door. 
 
IG  rises in front of his chair, S..p and FC S..n  

Bro JW, there is an alarm — holds S..n. 
 
JW  no k…s, rises, S..p and FC S..n   

WM, there is an alarm — holds S..n. 
 
WM   Bro JW, inquire who seeks admission. 
 
JW  cuts S..n and sits  
 Bro IG, you will enquire who seeks admission. 
 
IG  cuts S..n, goes to door, opens it, checks that Can is properly prepared and 

remains on threshold with hand on door handle. 
 
Narrator (3) 

Here we have the challenge, the words spoken between the IG and the 
Tyler should be audible throughout the Lodge. 

 
IG  Whom have you there? 
 
Tyler Bro …… who has been regularly Initiated into Freemasonry and has 

made such progress as he hopes will entitle him to be passed to the 
Fellow Craft Degree, for which ceremony he is properly prepared. 

 
IG   How does he hope to obtain that privilege? 
 
Tyler By the help of God, the assistance of the Sq… and the benefit of a  

P… g…. and P… w 
 
IG   To Candidate Give me that P….g…. and P…w………. 
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 The Candidate gives them but IG does not return them 
 
IG   Wait while I report to the WM  

closes and locks door, returns to position in front of his chair, S..p and 
FC S..n, which he holds. 
 

IG Worshipful Master, at the door of the Lodge stands Bro. A, who has 

been regularly initiated into Freemasonry, and has made such progress as 

he hopes will entitle him to be passed to the Fellow Craft Degree, for which 

Ceremony he is properly prepared.  
 
 
WM  How does he hope to obtain that privilege 
 
IG  By the help of God, the assistance of the Sq… and the benefit of a  

p… w… 
 
WM  We acknowledge the propriety of the aid by which he seeks 

admission, but do you, Bro IG. vouch that he is in possession of the 
p… g… and p….w….? 

 
IG I do, WM. 
 
WM  Then let him be admitted in due form. Bros Deacons 
 
JD  places kneeling stool in position. 
 

IG The Deacons, carrying their wands, go to the door. On the 

Candidate’s admission the IG applies the flat of the S., pressing the side 

of which he holds the end vertically against Candidate’s r… b…, angle 

upwards, and says:  

Bro. A, in the First ,or EA Degree, you were admitted on the p… 

of a s… i… presented to your n... l… b….You now enter a Lodge 

of Fellow Craft Freemasons upon the S., an instrument used to 

assist in bringing rude matter into due form which should remind 

you that you are bound by every law, both moral and Divine, to 
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act on the s. towards all mankind.  

 

The IG raises the S., held as before, above his head.  

The Candidate is now placed in the W. of the Lodge, the SD standing 

at his right hand, and the JD at his left.  

SD (to Candidate): Bro. A, advance and salute the Worshipful 

Master as an EAF.  

 

SD  with I… h… takes Can by r…. h…  (JD on Can’s left) and leads him to the 
kneeling stool about one short pace from it and releases h.... All three stand 
facing E…. 
 
IG  after Can is admitted closes and locks door and resumes his seat. 
 
Narrator (4) 

The principal duty associated with the office of Deacons today is the 
conducting of Candidates during the ceremony, a task originally carried 
out by the Wardens in the early 18th century. 

 
 
Narrator (1) 

Before any S..n in Freemasonry we take a step, with the single exception 
of the one we are about to adopt, the S..n of R……..,  the thumb for this 
s..n being lowered 

 
WM  Let the Can kneel while the blessing of Heaven is invoked in aid of 

our proceedings  
 
SD  ensures Can kneels and gives S..n R….….. 
 
WM  one ----k, SW one ----k, JW one---k 
 
D’s hold wands in I… h…, cross them over head of Can and give S..n of 

R…….. 
 
ALL  stand with S..n of R…….. 
 
Chaplain 
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We supplicate the continuance of Thine aid, O merciful Lord, on 
behalf of ourselves and him who kneels before Thee. May the work 
begun in Thy Name be continued to Thy Glory and evermore 
established in us by obedience to Thy precepts. 

 
All respond  So mote it be. 
 
ALL  drop S..n of R……... 
 
D’s  uncross wands and hold them again in r….h… 
 
WM  Let the Can rise (He does so) 
WM  Brethren be seated 
 
ALL  (except Ds and Can) sit. 
 
Narrator (2) 

The Candidate is now led round the Lodge, following the path of the sun, 
to be tested first by the Junior Warden and then by the Senior Warden. 

 
SD  takes Can’s r…. h… firmly, instructs him in a whisper to step off with the 

l… f… and leads Can up the N…. towards E… part of Lodge. 
 leads Can to E…  with him to point in front of WM’s ped, halts there and  
releases hand. 

 
SD  to Can  

Brother….you will salute the WM as an Entered Apprentice, taking 
the first step and then showing the sign.   

 ensures Can takes S..p, gives EA S..n and cuts it. 
 
SD takes Can’s r…. h…, instructs him to step off with l…f… and conducts 

him to to the JW’s ped.  
 
JW stands 

At this point in the Ceremony, I prove to the Lodge that the 
Candidate is an Entered Apprentice. 

   
SD  instructs him to step off with l… f… and leads him  to a point in front  of 

SW’s ped, halts and releases hand. SD instructs to salute the SW and then  
takes Can’s r…. h…, instructs him to step off with l… f…  and leads him 
to N of SW’s ped, wheels clockwise so that both face WM and releases 
hand. 

 
WM  one ----k,  SW one ----k,  JW one  ----k. 
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WM: The Brethren in the N.E.S. and W. will take notice that Bro. A, who 

has been regularly Initiated into Freemasonry, is about to pass in view 

before them, to show that he is the Candidate properly prepared to be 

Passed to the Second Degree.  

 
 
 

SD The Candidate is taken round a second time; the SD directs him 

to salute the WM and JW as an EAF., not omitting the F.R.S., 

then to advance to the SW as such, show the s… and 

communicating the P.G. and P.W. received from the WM 

previously to leaving the Lodge.  

   
SW  stands 

At this point, I prove to the Lodge that the Candidate is in possession 
of the pass grip and password, qualifying him to be passed to the 
Second Degree. 

 
SD instructs him to step off with l… f… and conducts him to N…. side of S 

W’s ped. Here he makes an anti-clockwise wheel and places Can’s r….. 
h… in l… h… of SW.  He lines up on l… of Can and ensures both are 
facing E. 

 
SW  holding up Can’s r…. h…, S..p  and S..n of FC 

WM, I present to you Bro …… , a Can properly prepared to be 
passed to the Second Degree  
maintains S..n and continues to hold Can’s r…. h... 

 
WM  Bro SW, you will direct the Deacons to instruct the Can to advance to 

the E… in due form. 
 
SW  cuts S..n, replaces Can’s r…. h… in  l… h… of SD, and sits. 
 
SD  takes up a position on r…. of Can, ensures both face E… and releases 

hand. Takes Can’s r…. h…, instructs him to step off with l…f… and leads 
Can up N…. side of Lodge to a convenient distance from N E corner and 
turns with him so as to face S…. Leaving Can, SD goes forward to centre 
line of Lodge, turns and faces Can. 
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SD The method of advancing to the  E… in this Degree is by five s..ps as 
if ascending a w…… s……... 

 
Narrator (3) 

The five s…ps to be taken as if ascending a w…… s…….. are difficult to 
describe but quite easy to follow. It is necessary for the S.D. to 
demonstrate them, taking care with the last s...p,  the l… f… finishing 
pointing N…. just in front of the W M’s ped. 

 
He then brings the r…. f… pointing E… up to the left, h… to h… in the 
form of a sq...e. This last movement would seem as if another s..p is being 
taken.  However to reach the summit of a w…… s…….. both feet must 
arrive on the same level. 

 
The Can is now in the correct position for k……g on his r…. k… with the 
l… f… formed in a sq...e. 

 

SD  The method of advancing to the E in this Degree is by f… 

s…ps, etc. The Candidate should be placed on the North side, about six 

feet to the West of the altar, and facing full South. The position of the 

f… should be h… to h… in the form of a S., the l… f… pointing to the 

South, and the r… f… pointing to the West. The Candidate 

commences with the l… f…, as in ascending a w… s…, then, by 

describing ‘‘a fourth part of a circle,’’ the proper s…ps will bring him to 

the proper place. The JD will see that the Candidate’s feet are in correct 

position. The Candidate is now immediately in front of the altar, and 

should be in such a position as to kneel thereat, without again moving 

his f…. The JD deposits the S. upon the altar, by the side of the  VSL 

 
Narrator (4) 

The winding staircase is an architectural feature of King Solomon’s 
Temple, symbolising the journey of life. 

   
Life is not a straight or level pathway, where you may travel with a 
minimum of exertion, but requires labour and effort for its 
accomplishment. 
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This is appropriately symbolised by the winding staircase. It teaches us 
that our lives should be neither downward nor on a level, but always 
progressive and upward. 

   

WM  Bro. A, as the Secrets of each Degree in Freemasonry are 
to be kept separate and distinct, another O… will now be 
required of you, similar in many respects to the former. Are 
you willing to take it?  
 
Can  I am.  

If  Can does not answer voluntarily SD should whisper to him to do so. 
No audible prompt should be given 

 
Narrator (1) 

The Candidate now takes his Obligation in the Second Degree, kneeling 
on his bared right knee. This Obligation may only be taken in a Lodge, 
which is regularly held, assembled and properly dedicated. At the end of 
his Obligation the Candidate seals it by kissing the VSL twice and the 
WM points out the position of the Sq… and Comp…..   

 
Narrator (2) 

To explain the position of the Sq… and Comp….. In Emulation ritual the 
VSL is placed so that the WM can read the text and the Sq… and 
Comp….. are set out with the point of the sq… and the points of the 
compasses towards the WM.  

 
In ceremonies based on the Antient ritual the VSL and tools are turned 
towards the Candidate in order that he may read the text and make sure it 
is his sacred book.  

 
Be reminded, Brethren, that in the First degree both points of the 
comp….. are covered and that in this degree one point is exposed.   

 
Many old lodges display the sq… and comp….. outside the door of the 
Lodge to indicate the degree being worked. 

 
Narrator (3) 

At this point in the ceremony, the secrets of the Degree are communicated 
to the Candidate. 

 
It is important to remember, when communicating the sign, the difference 
between the s..n of F…lty, the thumb being extended in the form of a 
sq…, and the s..n of R……..  
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F…lty refers to faithfulness, to duty and a firm adherence to the principles 
of the Order.  It is also a pledge to preserve the secrets and mysteries of 
our Order. 

 
Narrator (4) 

The Candidate is now taken to the JW and SW to be tested on the signs 
and secrets he has been given 

 
SD  turns r…., controlling Can by holding his r…. h… regains floor of Lodge, 

turns l…, instructs Can in whisper to step off with l… f…  and  leads Can 
to the JW’s ped.  

 
 
JW stands 

It is here that I test and prove the Candidate on his possession of the 
sign, token and word of a Fellowcraft Freemason. 

 
SD  leads Can  to the S W’s ped.  
 
SW  stands 

Here the new Fellowcraft proves, not only to me, but to all the 
Brethren, that he is in possession of the sign of an Entered Apprentice 
and the sign, token and word of a Fellowcraft, together with a 
knowledge of their origins. 

 

SD  The SD conducts the Candidate to the left of the SW’s pedestal 

and places the Candidate’s right hand in the SW’s left. 

 

SW  (with s…p and s…):  

WM, I present to you Bro ….. on his being passed to the Second 
Degree for some further mark of your favour. 

 
Narrator (1) 

The Candidate having proved himself is now entitled to be admitted as a 
Fellowcraft 

 
WM Bro SW, I delegate to you the authority to invest him with the 

distinguishing badge of a FC F. 
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SW  (leaves the chair by the left side, invests, and addresses the 

Candidate, who is so placed as to face the South 

 
SW  to Can — Bro …..  by the WM’s command I invest you with the 

distinguishing badge of a FC F to mark the progress you have made 
in the science. 

 
Narrator (2) 

The apron, originally the whole skin of a sheep, was worn with the 
remnants of the skin on the legs used for tying the garment round the 
back.  This protected the chest and the lower abdomen of the Operative 
mason when carrying out his work. 
   
In the 18th century the Speculative Mason began to trim the length but not 
the shape and it was only in the late 18th century  that the apron was 
halved.  

 
After the formation of United Grand Lodge in 1813, the aprons and 
regalia that we see in our Lodges today were standardised, and have since 
remained unchanged. 

 
In English and New Zealand Masonry the apron is worn over the jacket, 
but in Irish, and Scottish Masonry it is worn underneath, the contention 
being working masons take off their jackets before putting on their 
aprons. 

 

SW The SW salutes the WM, and returns to his chair by the 

south side. 

 
WM  Let me add to what has been stated by the SW that the badge with 

which you have now been invested points out that, as a Craftsman, 
you are expected to make the liberal Arts and Sciences your future 
study, that you may the better be enabled to discharge your duties as 
a Freemason and estimate the wonderful works of the Almighty 
Creator. 

 
WM  Bro SD, you will place our Brother at the S E part of the Lodge.  
 

SD  The Candidate’s f… form a s…, h… to h…, the r… f… 

pointing to the N. and the l… f… to the W. 
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Narrator (3) 

The address at the S…. E… corner is now given. This symbolises the 
progress the Candidate has made.  Masonry consists of different degrees 
for the gradual advancement of its members in the knowledge of its 
mysteries, and is therefore a progressive science.  Nevertheless, the 
Candidate is reminded once again of the importance of the principals of 
Moral Truth and Virtue and is encouraged to extend his researches further 
into the hidden mysteries of Nature and Science. 

 
SD  takes Can’s r h, places him in front of JW in a position as close as 

convenient to ped from which he can see w ts. Releases hand. 
 
Narrator (4) 

At the pedestal the FC is given the explanation of the working tools. 
Remember the Entered Apprentice’s w…… t…s are t…s of action,  the 
24-in gauge, common gavel and chisel, all used on the individual ashlar or 
stone.   

 
The Fellowcraft’s  t…s are the Sq…., L…. and P…. R… These tools are 
for ‘testing, trying, adjusting and proving’.  They are concerned with the 
relation of the various stones to each other and to the whole structure, 
hence our individual relationship with each Brother, our lodge and the 
Craft in General   

 
Our thoughts, desires and actions are also required to be tested by these 
tools, the principles of the Sq… (morality), the L…. (straight 
forwardness) and the P…. R… (uprightness) 

 

WM: You may now retire, in order to restore yourself to your personal 

comforts, and on your return to the Lodge your attention will be directed to 

a Charge upon the nature of your engagements as a Craftsman and, the 

Tracing Board of this Degree will be explained to you on further occasion.  

 

SD  conducts the Candidate to the West of the Lodge, and explains the 

manner in which he must salute the WM.( On this occasion the 

candidate will remain inside the Lodge seated next to the Inner Guard) 
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Narrator (1) 

The Tracing Boards are a significant survival from our Masonic past.  
They are, together with the rough and perfect ashlars, the immovable 
jewels of the Lodge.   

 
History teaches us that the original illustrations were drawn on the floor 
of the Lodge. It was inevitable, as a matter of convenience that some 
permanent representation would come to be used.  Painted floor cloths are 
often mentioned in the minutes of late eighteenth century lodges and 
eventually were draped over a board on trestles.  From this stage it was 
just a short step to mounting the cloth in a frame to give further 
protection. 

 
Gradually there was a movement towards uniformity, and the work of 
notable designers had the effect of popularising particular designs.  John 
Harris, a painter of miniatures and architectural draftsman, overshadowed 
all others.  His designs quickly spread and were adopted by the Craft at 
large.  They predominate today being associated with the Emulation 
Lodge of Improvement. 
  
In 1845, a committee appointed by that Lodge, approved the designs 
submitted by Harris, but they have never been approved by Grand Lodge 
of England. 

 
Narrator (2) 

At the end of the explanation of the Second Degree Tracing Board our 
attention is drawn to the letter ‘G’, which is conspicuously displayed in 
many lodges. 

 
In the earliest documents of the Craft in the 14th century, the ‘G’ symbol 
invariably represented Geometry, but by 1727 in the ritual, the ‘G’ had 
two connotations, Geometry and God 

 
By 1760 the English evidence was that the ‘G’ was falling out of use in 
the ritual and in 1775, Hutchinson hinted that the ‘G’ was revered as a 
sacred symbol rather than a scientific one. 

 
Today there is no uniformity of practice in England. In the London area it 
is rare to see the letter ‘G’ displayed whereas in the Provinces and 
particularly in the North East the ‘G’ is visible in most lodges, ideally 
being capable of being read from the West. In New Zealand the same 
applies, with some Lodges displaying the letter G and other not.   
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( The candidate temporarily retires from the Lodge) 
 
Tyler gives FC   k…s on door of Lodge. 
 
IG  rises in front of his chair, S..p and FC S..n  

Bro JW, there is a report  
holds S..n. 

 
JW  seated, one k…k 
 Bro Inner Guard you will enquire who seeks admission. 
 
IG  cuts S..n, goes to door, opens it and looks out without speaking. 
 
Tyler The Can on his return seeks admission. 
IG  makes no reply, closes and locks door and returns to position in front of 

his chair, S..p and FC S..n which he holds.  
Wait while I report to the JW.  
Bro JW our newly passed Brother seeks admission.. 

 
JW  You will admit him. 
 
IG  cuts S..n, awaits arrival of SD and then goes to door. 
 
SD  follows IG to door. 
 
IG  opens door and admits Can. 
 
SD receives Can and leads him by r…. h… to N…. of SW’s ped, both facing 

E. Releases h… 
 
IG   closes and locks door and resumes his seat. 
 
SD  to Can aloud 
 You will Salute the WM as a FCF.  
 
 
WM  At this point the Candidate would sometimes receive the explanation 

of the Second Degree tracing board.  
 Brother SD, please show our Candidate to his seat. 
 
Narrator (3) 

In conclusion the role of the Fellowcraft has changed considerably over 
the past three hundred years. 
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The ‘Antients’ emphasized the importance of the Masonic grade of 
Master Mason and adopted the three degree system. They insisted that the 
Fellow Craft must become a Master Mason before he could qualify to be a 
Master of a Lodge, and could not assume that office until he had passed 
through a suitable ceremony, whereas, in the Lodges of the ‘Moderns,’ the 
Fellow Craft still remained a fully qualified mason from which Masters 
and Grand Lodge Officers could be drawn.  

 
However, with the reconciliation between the two Grand Lodges in 1813, 
the Fellow Craft finally lost his earlier importance. 

 
WM The Second Degree ceremony we have just seen, builds on the ideas 

and philosophies to which the Candidate was introduced on his 
Initiation.  

 
Historically, we still have evidence of the importance of the Second 
Degree. The Fellow Craft’s tools, the Sq, the L and PR undoubtedly 
the most important of all speculative tools, were the Master’s tools.  

 
Today, they are still represented by the collar jewels worn by the 
Worshipful Master and his two Wardens, and of course the Master 
Elect is always prepared for high office in a Fellow Craft’s Lodge. 
 
The importance of the Second Degree should therefore, never be 
underestimated. 
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